How To: Assess Word Reading Fluency (WRF)
About Word Reading Fluency
Word Reading Fluency (WRF) is administered to students from kindergarten BOY through Grade 3 EOY. In
WRF, the examiner presents the student with a page of words arranged in rows and asks the student to read
as many words as possible within 1 minute. Words must be blended for the student to receive credit. The
final score is the number of words read correctly within 1 minute. Twenty alternate forms are available per
grade for monitoring progress.

WRF Administration
1.

Tap the mCLASS app shortcut on your device’s Home screen. If you are prompted to log in, enter your
user name and password. Select a school or classes, if necessary.

2. The mCLASS dashboard opens.

List of classes synced
to your device.

From the Main Menu,
you can change classes
or schools, navigate to
the mCLASS Classroom
Reports, go to the online
Help, or log out.
Indicates whether
you are in a
Benchmark or
Progress Monitoring
period.

The Class
List shows all
students in the
selected class.

The mCLASS Dashboard is the home page for benchmark and progress monitoring assessment and
at-a-glance composite and measure results for all of your classes.
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3. If your institution is in the benchmark window, the Benchmark button is highlighted; if not, the Progress
Monitoring button is highlighted. If you wish to administer progress monitoring while still in the
benchmark window, tap Progress Monitoring.
4. Scroll down to the Class List and find the student you want to assess.
If you cannot find the student you want to assess, tap the class name in the upper-right corner of the
mCLASS Dashboard and select a different class. If the class does not display in the list, it is not synced
to your device. Tap your name in the upper-left corner to open the Main Menu and tap Class Selection
to return to the class selection screen and change classes.
5. Tap the student’s row.

Tap the student’s row to
open the Student File.

Tap Assess to start
administering the
measure.

The Student File opens to show the list of available assessments for the student.
• The Assess icon
column.

displays in the row of each required benchmark measure under the current TOY

• The Assess icon is disabled
for measures with gating rules until the student is assessed with the
prerequisite measure (note that the prerequisite measure may come after other measures in the list,
depending on the measure and the student’s grade).
• A dash displays for the skill subsets of the NWF and ORF measures; after you administer these
measures, the student’s results display for each skill tested.
• Maze online or paper-pencil results also display in the Student File; item level details are only available
in the Classroom Reports of mCLASS Home.
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6. To begin an assessment, find the row of the measure you want to assess and tap Assess.
7.

Place the assessment materials in front of the student.

8. Read the Reminders screen silently and tap Go to Instructions. Read the Mr. Say prompts aloud and
tap Go to Measure after completing the practice.
9. When the measure screen displays, say “Ready? Begin.”
10. When the student starts reading the first word on the page, tap the word in green (if correct) or in red (if
incorrect) to begin the timer. If the student fails to say the first word after 3 seconds, tell the student the
word, then tap the red button.

11. Follow along on the mobile device. As the student provides responses, tap to mark each incorrectly read
word.
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• If the student self-corrects within 3 seconds, tap the word again to turn it green. The letters SC display
in the upper-right corner of the highlight.
• If you incorrectly marked a word, tap it a third time to remove all marks.
• If the student skips an entire row, tap the X at the beginning of the skipped row. The row is crossed out
and is not counted in scoring.
12. The screen flashes yellow during the last 5 seconds of the assessment. After 60 seconds have elapsed,
a popup prompts you to say “Stop.” Finish scoring any responses the student gave before time ran out.

13. To complete the assessment, tap and hold the last word the student attempted to read. The bracket
displays. Press and hold any other word to move the bracket.
14. Tap Done.
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The Student File in the mCLASS Dashboard opens. An icon in the current TOY column displays the
student’s score and benchmark goal information for the measure just administered. Tap the score icon
to review the measure, or tap the next required Assess icon to continue assessment. When you have
finished assessing the student and reviewing measure results, tap the student’s row to close it.

For More Information
To learn more about mCLASS:
• Click the Help icon that displays in the Main Menu of the mCLASS Dashboard, in the Global
Navigation on the Classroom Reports page, and on the Probe Details panel of each measure for specific
information about assessing your students and interpreting their results.
• Click the Training tile on the mCLASS home page to access professional learning resources for all your
mCLASS assessments.
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